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This can happen for multiple reasons and a mechanic needs to diagnose the specific cause for
this code to be triggered in your situation. The brake switch is used for multiple purposes within
the vehicle, including operating the shift interlock, turning the brake lights on when the pedal is
pressed and deactivating cruise control while driving. If the computer determines that the brake
switch circuit voltage is low, it will disable cruise control and usually set the P code. The Check
Engine light may come on as well. The car should be test driven to see if the code will return.
Next, the mechanic should inspect the brake light switch, which is mounted above the brake
pedal. If the switch passes the test, the mechanic should then test the cruise control switch, as
well as inspecting the cruise switch for signs of liquid spills. A check for blown fuses is also
necessary, both before beginning repairs and after completing all repairs. In some instances,
the problem may actually lie with the cruise control module, rather than the switch or the brake
light switch. In this instance, the module will need to be replaced after being tested with a
scanner while the car is in operation. One common mistake made when diagnosing the P code
is to assume that the issue is with the brake light switch itself and replacing the switch without
further diagnosis. While the brake light switch is often the problem, a full diagnosis is needed to
rule out other potential causes, including simple issues like blown fuses or liquid spills on the
cruise control switch. The seriousness of the P code hinges on the cause. If the issue is the
cruise control switch malfunctioning, then the situation is not serious, and the only symptom
you will likely notice is the cruise control system not operating. However, if the problem is the
brake light switch, this can become a very serious situation. The only way to know for certain is
to have the car diagnosed by a professional mechanic. The most common repair for the P code
is replacing a failed brake light switch. However, other repairs that may be necessary include:. It
is important to have it diagnosed as quickly as possible. YourMechanic offers certified mobile
mechanics who will come to your home or office to diagnose and repair your vehicle. Get a
quote and book an appointment online or speak to a service advisor at With YourMechanic you
can skip the auto shop altogether. They send certified and screened mechanics straight to your
door and enable you to save big on car repair and maintenance. Cost of diagnosing the P code.
No more waiting rooms! Our mechanics will come to you to diagnose and fix the P code. Recent
Check Engine Light is on Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Marco 14 years
of experience. Request Marco. Marco was very thorough and gave an honest assessment of my
vehicle's condition. He discussed options and the most pressing repairs. Very knowledgeable.
Chris 6 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris did an outstanding job, his communication
throughout the process was detailed and understandable. He came out in the rain and repaired
the Car as well as changed the oil John 27 years of experience. Request John. He arrived early
and figured out the problem within 20 minutes!!! He was very professional and a people person.
I'm glad he was the one I met because I will return for further mechanic needs with John as my
mechanic. Travis 18 years of experience. Request Travis. My experience with Travis was very
good.. I would recommend him if you want a knowledgeable and a professional person. More
related articles. Read more. Related questions Transmission issue Hello and thank you for
contacting YourMechanic. With the engine only revving up and the transmission is not moving
in any direction forward or reverse, then there is a problem with the pump in the transmission.
The transmission oil pump My Check Engine Light is on - code P The intake camshaft position
actuator solenoid may be faulty. The P code indicates a bigger difference in the cam timing
relative to the crankshaft than should be possible with variable valve timing, which this engine
employs. This could be the variable valve timing actuator on the camshaft as I replace the
thermostat and was told to drive it for engine light to go out but its still on after 5 days what can
i do? Anytime a vehicle repair is performed to remedy faults that arise from a check engine light
CEL diagnostic, at the conclusion of the repair, a professional mechanic uses an appropriate
scan tool to turn OFF the check engine light. Browse other content. How can we help? Read
FAQ. Tomorrow at 9 AM. Play Now. What does this mean? P Possible Causes What does this
mean? How do I fix code P? Check the "Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the
related wiring harness and connectors. Check for damaged components and look for broken,
bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the
AutoCodes. Cost of diagnosing the P code Labor: 1. The auto repair's diagnosis time and labor
rates vary by location, vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type. When is the code
detected? The P codes is set when the stop light switch signal is too low. When the ECM
receives this signal, it cancels the cruise control. More Information Need more information on
how to fix the P code? Get Access to Factory Service Manuals. Need more help? Get the P code
diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON?
Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave a comment below or tell us if the information
above help you fix the code. What are the symptoms on your vehicle for the P code? Have you
replaced any parts? Any information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About

AutoCodes. Posted and Edit by AutoCodes. Play Now. What does this mean? Check the
"Possible Causes" listed above. Visually inspect the related wiring harness and connectors.
Check for damaged components and look for broken, bent, pushed out, or corroded connector's
pins. How much do you know about cars? Take the AutoCodes. The auto repair's diagnosis
time and labor rates vary by location, vehicle's make and model, and even your engine type.
When is the code detected? The P codes is set when the stop light switch signal is too low.
When the ECM receives this signal, it cancels the cruise control. Get Access to Factory Service
Manuals. Need more help? Get the P Dodge code diagnosed by a professional: Find a repair
shop in your area. Why is the Engine Light ON? Comments Help us improve AutoCodes. Leave
a comment below or tell us if the information above help you fix the code. What are the
symptoms on your vehicle for the P Dodge code? Have you replaced any parts? Any
information is appreciated. Repair Importance Level: 3. Home - About AutoCodes. Posted and
Edit by AutoCodes. This code is a generic trouble code, meaning it applies to all vehicles that
come with the OBD-II system, especially those made since up to present. The PCM powertrain
control module, also known as ECM or engine control module in other vehicle makes , monitors
multiple different sensors and switches included in the proper functionality of the engine, and
make sure everything is up and running properly i. There are many factors that can alter the
speed of the vehicle while driving down the road. New technology like the ACC Adaptive Cruise
Control system can actually adjust the vehicle speed according to its surroundings i. The
proper operation of the brake switch is vital for the operation of the cruise control system.
Given the fact that one of the many ways to turn off cruise control is by depressing the brake
pedal, drivers need to take care of this function, especially if cruise control is used in daily
commuting. Other common symptoms include:. As with most codes, the best way to start the
diagnosis for this code is to refer to the TSB Technical Service Bulletins for known
troubleshooting and repairs for the specific vehicle. Advanced steps for diagnosis usually vary
from one vehicle make, model, year, powertrain, etc. Check the brake switch under the dash.
Make sure you follow instructions specified by the manufacturer for installation and
adjustments, to avoid damage to the sensor, or even cause other issues. Check the involved
circuit. In most cases, to rule out the possibility of the fault in the harness, you can try to
disconnect one end from the brake switch and the other from the PCM. Then, conduct a
continuity test using a multimeter. Manufacturers usually provide specifications for you to
compare the desired ones to the actual values. Generally, you will have to check the resistance
of the circuit to determine any open or high resistance present. When performing this test, make
sure you check the pins in the connectors, switch, and PCM. In many cases, moisture can creep
through the connectors and may cause an intermittent condition. For corrosion issues, use
remove ruse using an electrical connection cleaner before reconnecting it again. Check the
PCM. Then, pinpoint which one your system uses, then inspect for any water intrusion. Cruise
control system error codes are usually minor issues. However, since this code could potentially
affect the brake switch and cause it to malfunction, it can be a safety concern. One major role of
a brake switch is to provide activation signal lights on your rear brake lights to inform fellow
vehicles of your deceleration or braking. Remember me. Register Lost your password? Table of
Contents. Subscribe to our mailing list.

